Abstract: This paper is considered with problem of the passivity analysis for neutral-type neural networks with mixed time-varying delays. By constructing an augmented Lyapunov-Krasovskii functionals and using the double integral inequality with approach to estimate the derivative of the Lyapunov-Krasovskii functionals, sufficient conditions are established to ensure the passivity of the considered neutral-type neural networks, in which some useful information on the neuron activation function ignored in the existing literature is taken in to account. Finally, a numerical example is given to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Introduction
In the past few decades, delayed neural networks (NNs) have been an important issue due to their applications in many areas such as signal processing, pattern recognition, associative memories, fixed-point, computations, parallel computation, control theory and optimization solvers [1, 2, 3] . The state estimation problems for NNs with discrete interval and distributed time-varying delays have been extensively studied in [4, 5, 6] . On the other hand, it is common that the time delay of system state, have been many phenomenon such as automatic control, chemical reactors, distributed networks, heat exchanges, etc. The systems containing the information of past state derivatives are called neutral-type neural networks (NTNNs). The existing work on the state estimator of NTNNs with mixed delays are only [7, 8] at present. In [9] , the authors considered the problem of global passivity analysis of interval neural networks with discrete and distributed delays of neutral type. Consequently, the passivity analysis of NTNNs has also been received considerable attention and lots of works were reported in recent years.
The problem of passivity performance analysis has also been extensively applied in many areas such as signal processing, sliding mode control, and networked control [10, 11, 12] . The main idea of the passivity theory is that the passive properties of a system can keep the system internally stable. In [13, 14, 15, 16, 17] , authors investigated the passivity of neural networks with time-varying delay, and gave some criteria for checking the passivity of neural networks with time-varying delay. Passivity analysis for neural networks of neutral type with Markovian jumping parameters and time delay in the leakage term has been presented in [18] . Robust exponential passive filtering for uncertain neutral-type neural networks with time-varying mixed delays via wirtingerbased integral inequality has been presented in [19] is Wirtinger-based integral inequality [20] . Recently, a new double integral inequality for time-delay system was proposed in [21, 22] , which is less conservative. These motivate our research.
Motivated by above discussing, this paper investigates the passivity analysis for NTNNs with discrete and continuous distributed time-varying delays. Based on the constructed Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional, free-weighting matrix approach, and double integral inequality for estimating the derivative of the LyapunovKrasovskii functional, the delay-dependent passivity conditions are derived in terms of LMIs, which can be easily calculated by MATLAB LMIs control toolbox. Numerical example is provided to demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed criteria.
Notation R n is the n-dimensional Euclidean space; R m×n denotes the set of m × n real matrices; I n represents the n-dimensional identity matrix; λ(A) denotes the set of all eigenvalues of A; λ max (A) = max{Reλ; λ ∈ λ(A)}; C([0, t], R n ) denotes the set of all R n -valued continuous functions
denotes the set of all the R mvalued square integrable functions on [0, t]; The notation X ≥ 0 (respectively, X > 0 ) means that X is positive semidefinite (respectively, positive definite); diag(· · ·) denotes a b lock diagonal matrix; Matrix dimensions, if not explicitly stated, are assumed to be compatible for algebraic operations.
Problem formulation and preliminaries
Consider the following NTNNs with time-varying discrete and distributed delays described by:
where x(t) = [x 1 (t), x 2 (t), ..., x n (t)] ∈ R n is the state of the neural, A = diag(a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ) > 0 represents the self-feedback term, W, W 1 , W 2 and W 3 represents the connection weight matrices, g(·) = (g 1 (·), g 2 (·), . . . , g n (·)) T represents the activation functions, u(t) and y(t) represents the input and output vectors, respectively; φ(t) is an initial condition. The variables τ (t), k(t) and h(t) represents the interval time-varying and time-varying delays with satisfy the following conditions:
where known scalars τ 1 , τ 2 , τ 3 , h 2 , h 3 and k 2 . The neural activation functions g k (·), k = 1, 2, . . . , n satisfy g k (0) = 0 and for
where l − k , l + k are known real scalars.
Definition 1 [13]: The system (1) is said to be passive if there exists a scalar γ such that for all
and for all solutions of (1) 
where
Lemma 3 [22] : For a positive definite matrix S > 0, and any continuously differentiable function x : [a, b] → R n , the following inequality holds:
, where
Main results
For presentation convenience, in the following, we denote
and e i ∈ R n×17n is defined as e i = [0 n×(i−1)n , I n , 0 n×(17−i)n ] for i = 1, 2, . . . , 17.
Theorem 4
For given scalars τ 1 , τ 2 , τ 3 , h 2 , h 3 and k 2 the system (1) with (3) is passive for any delays satisfying (2) , if there exist real positive matrices P ∈ R 7n×7n , Q, S ∈ R n×n , (i = 1, 2, 3), real positive diagonal matrices U 1 , U 2 , T s , T ab (s = 1, 2, 3, 4; a = 1, 2, 3; b = 2, 3, 4; a < b), with appropriate dimensions, and a scalar γ > 0 such that the following LMIs holds:
with Proof : Consider a Lyapunov-Krasovskii functionai candidate:
where η(t) = x T (t),
, and U 2 = diag{σ 1 , σ 2 , · · · , σ n } ≥ 0 are to be determined, The time derivative of V (x(t)) can be computed as follows: 
Thus, for any t k > 0, (k = 1, 2, · · · , n), we have
Let θ be t, t − τ (t), t − τ 1 and t − τ 2 , and replace T with T s (s = 1, 2, 3, 4), then, we have (s = 1, 2, 3, 4)
Another observation from (3), we have
Thus, for any t k > 0, (k = 1, 2, · · · , n), and
Let θ 1 and θ 2 take values in t, t−τ (t), t−τ 1 and t−τ 2 , and replace T with T ab (a = 1, 2, 3; b = 2, 3, 4; b > a), then, we have
From (7) and (8), it can be shown that
where Ω 6 is defined in (5). Therefore, we conclude that
where Ω is defined in (4). If we have Ω < 0, theṅ
for any ζ(t) = 0. Since V (x(0)) = 0 under zero initial condition, let x(t) = 0 for t ∈ [τ max , 0], after integrating (11) with respect to t over the time period from 0 to t f , we get
Thus, the NTNNs (1) with (3) is passive in the sense of Definition 1. This completes the proof. In this section, we present example to illustrate the effectiveness and the reduced conservatism of our result. Consider the NTNNs (1) 
WSEAS TRANSACTIONS on CIRCUITS and SYSTEMS
The activation functions are assumed to be
It is easy to see:
5, τ 3 = 0.5 and γ = 0.34 by using MATLAB LMIs control toolbox and by solving the LMIs in Theorem 4, in our paper we obtain the feasible solutions: 
Conclusion
In this paper, the passivity analysis for NTNNs with discrete and distributed time-varying delays has been studied. By employing the LKFs method, double integral inequality was developed to guarantee the passivity performance of NTNNs. A new passivity analysis criterion has been given in terms of LMIs, which is dependent on time-varying delays. Finally, a numerical example has been presented which illustrate the effectiveness and usefulness of the proposed method.
